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Figure 1: The term hierarchy compounds a family of co-occurring term sets extracted from a news topic concerning the Obamacare
bill under Trump’s administration. Excentric labeling catches a mixture of terms from adjacent term sets (a) in the Icicle Plot and (b)
in the Sunburst. Ray labeling allows the analysis of individual term sets and their specific terms with (c) sideways sweeping in the
Icicle Plot, and (d) radial sweeping in the Sunburst.
ABSTRACT
State-of-the-art dynamic labeling techniques, e.g. excentric labeling,
have successfully been used to inspect the immediate neighborhood
of a target object. Yet, they seem to underperform with compact
visualizations of large term hierarchies, where the analyst focuses
on long term sequences along root-to-leaf paths. In this work we
propose ray labeling, a dynamic labeling technique designed to
support the exploration of large term hierarchies using compact
adjacency-based tree visualizations such as Icicle Plots and Sun-
bursts. We also describe the protocol of a controlled experiment we
are about to conduct in order to compare ray labeling to excentric
labeling, for the specific tasks of identifying common and specific
term sub-sequences.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interface—Graphical User Interfaces
1 INTRODUCTION
The exploratory analysis of large text corpora is relevant to many
application domains, including investigative journalism. To help
analysts sift through huge textual data, text analytics solutions often
leverage automated topic modeling algorithms and, increasingly,
interactive data visualizations. Many topic models capture docu-
ment semantics by extracting subsets of terms occurring together
in subsets of documents. These models often lead to huge families
of term sets (thousands of term sets), with many partial overlaps,
which complicates their analysis. Flattening these term sets into
their union set obscures subtle co-occurrence patterns that are cru-
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cial for user comprehension [1]. Instead, some frequent pattern
mining techniques, e.g. FPTree, create a hierarchy by ranking the
terms of each set and merging them into a prefix term tree. In this
context, the whole tree may encode one coarse-grained topic and
every root-to-leaf path encodes one particular shade of the topic
under scrutiny (also matching one term set in the original family of
sets). An investigative journalist will typically want to survey all
such topic shades to generate or verify a working hypothesis.
To support the visual analysis of large term trees, it is tempting to
use space-filling adjacency-based implicit tree visualizations such as
Icicle Plots [7] or Sunbursts [8]. They give a good overview of the
whole tree and convey depth information clearly, which is crucial for
the type of analyses at hand. To make such visualizations actionable,
a suitable node labeling strategy is necessary depending on user
tasks and the visualization type. In particular, excentric labeling [4],
a state-of-the-art dynamic labeling technique, reduces visual clutter
by only showing the labels of the data items falling near the mouse
pointer. Sadly, its locality-based nature makes excentric labeling
impractical for the inspection of long term sequences along root-to-
leaf paths. Moreover, the excentric labeling lens catches a mixture
of terms from several adjacent term sets, which act as distractors.
In this paper we introduce ray labeling, a dynamic directional
labeling technique addressing the limitations of excentric labeling
regarding e.g. Icicle Plots and Sunbursts. The core idea behind it
consists in labeling the nodes belonging to one root-to-leaf path at
a time. These nodes are defined by rays following the dominant
direction of the tree: the radial direction in Sunburst visualizations
and the top-to-bottom or left-to-right direction in Icicle plots. This
approach allows the analyst to quickly scan all root-to-leaf paths
in the tree. Moreover, it leverages the hierarchical layout to depict
common and distinct terms across multiple term sequences. In this
paper we also describe the design of a controlled experiment aiming
to compare the usability of ray labeling versus excentric labeling.
2 RELATED WORK
Commonly studied in cartography, the labeling problem is also of
great concern in other application areas of data visualization such as
text analytics. As described by Fekete and Plaisant [4], the labeling
problem consists in finding a position for each label in such way that
it is readable, related to its graphical object and non occluded by any
other object. A major difficulty lies in defining appropriate labeling
strategies in line with the user tasks and the visual encoding.
On the one hand, static labeling displays as many labels as pos-
sible at object position, causing visual clutter in dense areas due to
label occlusions. DocuBurst [3] adjusts label size and orientation in a
Sunburst depending on node size and orientation. While undisplayed
labels induce important information loss, interactive adjustment of
node size reveals hidden labels but distorts the initial visual encod-
ing. On the other hand, dynamic labeling shows a subset of labels
on demand. More informative than single label tooltips, excentric
labeling shows the labels of multiple nodes falling in the focus area.
The labels are shown outside of the circular neighborhood of the
mouse pointer and are linked to their object by a line.
Several extensions address limitations of excentric labeling in
dense areas, e.g. by adding label scrolling and focus adjustment [2],
or by clustering objects and displaying details on user interaction [5].
More recently Haunert and Hermes optimize the placement of labels
around the focus area [6].
3 THE RAY LABELING TECHNIQUE
In adjacency-based implicit tree visualizations, the nodes of any
root-to-leaf path are aligned. In a Sunburst they fall on a radius,
whereas they are laid out in the vertical direction in a top-down
Icicle plot. Hence, any straight line, or ray, following the dominant
direction of the visualization will fully delineate a root-to-leaf path.
Based on this property, ray labeling consists in drawing a dynamic
ray at the mouse position and placing node labels along the ray as in
Figure 1(c)(d). This dynamic directional labeling strategy aims to
support tasks for which node sequence is of interest to the analyst,
which is true for term prefix trees. As the mouse pointer moves from
left to right across an icicle plot, the analyst can quickly inspect
all term sequences. Sweeping around the center of the Sunburst
achieves the same.
Ray labeling can be tweaked in many ways. First, labels can
be placed on one side of the ray or alternate on both sides. We
expect the former to work better for reading term sequences. Labels
can also be separated from the ray by a gap to avoid occluding
the graphical representation of nodes, similar to what is done in
excentric labeling. Label orientation is another parameter that can
be adjusted dynamically based on ray direction for optimal reading
comfort, or be fixed. All of these options may impact the usability
of the proposed technique, and must be thought out carefully and
assessed in a future user study.
Our present implementation of ray labeling adopts dynamic label
orientation, as shown in Figure 2. The side of the ray that labels take
may be fixed or change dynamically so that labels always follow
the ray movement instead of getting in the way of user interaction.
To handle very long term sequences, it is also enhanced with an
optional 1D fisheye distortion along the ray, in such a way that labels
do not overlap, have a readable font size and are close to the objects
in the focus area.
4 DESIGN OF A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT
We intend to compare ray labeling to excentric labeling as described
in [4]. The comparison is based on two tasks: 1) finding a sequence
of terms; 2) finding multiple suffix sequences that are very distinct
in the context of a common prefix sequence. We are considering
a between-subject experimental design such that the subjects will
use either ray labeling or excentric labeling to complete both tasks,
on four different tree structures, two trees using a Sunburst, and the
other two using an Icicle plot. So, each subject will see one labeling
technique only. To minimize bias, we will randomize tree and
visualization order for each subject. One supplementary tree will be
Figure 2: Label orientation changes automatically according to the
angle of the ray and the label alignment.
used to train the subjects on the labeling technique, the visualization
and the task execution. To select the target term sequences, the
subject will click on the last node of the sequence. User performance
is captured by task completion time and accuracy. Accuracy is
measured by known edit distance functions e.g. Levenshtein or
Jaccard between the target sequence and user answers for task 1 and
between the selected suffix sequences in task 2.The results are then
analyzed tree by tree.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ray labeling technique aims to facilitate the quick visual inspec-
tion of large families of term sets, organized in an adjacency-based
implicit tree layout. We have implemented it for Icicle plots and Sun-
bursts. It is enhanced with the automatic adjustment of label orienta-
tion and an on-demand fisheye interaction to handle long sequences.
In future work, we would like to run a user study to compare it to
excentric labeling. We also intend to study its generalization to other
visualizations, e.g. to help explore stacked visualizations such as
theme rivers.
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